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The Strong Slope Conjecture for Whitehead doubles 

Kenneth L. Baker, Kimihiko Motegi and Toshie Takata 

1 Introduction 

Let K be a knot in the 3-sphere S> The Slope Conjecture of Garoufalidis [8] and the 
Strong Slope Conjecture of Kalfagianni and Tran [18] propose relationships between a 
quantum knot invariant, the sequence of the degrees of the colored Jones function of K, 
and classical invariants, the boundary slope and the topology of essential surfaces in the 
exterior of K. 

The colored Jones function of K is a sequence of Laurent polynomials JK,n(q) E Z[q引
for n EN, where lo,n(q) = qn/2_q―n/2 JK,2(q)• 

for the unknot O and is the ordmary Jones ql/2-q-1/2 Jo,2(q) 

polynomial of K. Since the colored Jones function is q-holonomic [10, Theorem 1], the 
degrees of its terms are given by quadratic quasi-polynomials for suitably large n [9, 
Theorem 1.1 & Remark 1.1]. For the maximum degree d+[lK,n(q)], we set the quadratic 
quasi-polynomials to be 

條(n)= a(n)忙+b(n)n + c(n) 
for rational valued periodic functions a(n), b(n), c(n) with integral period. We call 4a(n) 
a Jones slope of K and define 

js(K) = { 4a(n) I n EN}. 

In the present article we allow surfaces to be disconnected, and we say a properly 
embedded surface in a 3-manifold is essential if each component is orientable, incom-
pressible, and boundary-incompressible. A number p/ q E (Ql U { oo} is a boundary slope of 
a knot K if there exists an essential surface in the knot exterior E(K) = S3 -intN(K) 
with a boundary component representing p[μ] + q[入]E H1(8E(K)) with respect to the 
standard meridianμand longitude入.Now define the set of boundary slopes of K: 

bs(K) = {r E (Ql U { oo} I r is a boundary slope of K}. 

Since a Seifert surface of minimal genus is an essential surface, 0 E bs(K) for any knot. 
Let us also remark that bs(K) is always a finite set [12, Corollary]. 

Garoufalidis conjectures that Jones slopes are boundary slopes. 
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Conjecture 1.1 (Slope Conjecture [8]). For any knot K in S汽everyJones slope is a 
boundary slope. That is js(K) C bs(K). 

Example 1.2 (Garoufalidis [8]). 

3 3 3 2 仇，3(n)= -n --, js(T2,3) = {4・-} = {6} C {0,6} = bs(T2,3) 
2 2 2 

6
 c

[
 

ooT2 Figure 1.1: Slope Conjecture for the trefoil knot, T2,3 

Example 1.3 (Futer-Kalfagianni-Purcell [6]). 

1 
仇(n)= ln2 -2n -1, js(41) = {4・1} = {4} C {O, 土4}= bs(41) 

□口
41 boundary slope 4 

Figure 1.2: Slope Conjecture for the figure-eight knot, 41 

Example 1.4 (Garoufalidis [8]). 

37 2 1 
bP(-2,3,7)(n) = -n  --n + s(n) (s(n) has period 4), 

8 4 

37 37 37 
js(P(-2, 3, 7)) = {4・ —} = {-} C {0,16, ―, 20} = bs(P(-2, 3, 7)) 

8 2 2 
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oo□ boundary slope 37/2 
P(-2, 3, 7) 

Figure 1.3: Slope Conjecture for P(-2, 3, 7) 

Garoufalidis'Slope Conjecture concerns only the quadratic terms of oK(n). Kalfagianni 
and Tran propose the Strong Slope Conjecture which subsumes the Slope Conjecture and 
邸 sertsthat the topology of the surfaces whose boundary slopes are Jones slopes may be 

predicted by the linear terms of oK(n). Define 

jx(K) = {2b(n) I n EN}. 

Conjecture 1.5 (The Strong Slope Conjecture [18, 16]). l) Let K be a knot in S叫
For any Jones slope p/q there exists an essential surface Fn C E(K) such that Fn has 

x(F, 砂
boundary slope p/q = 4a(n) and = 2b(n) for some n E N. We call Fn a Jones 

l8Fnlq 
surface. 

JK,n(q)=Cnq 
a(n) n2+ b(n) n + c(n) 

／ 
+ [lower terms] for n > n。

csscn:: :.~ a(n), b(n), c(n), periodic 

boundary slope p /q - --、
p/q=4a(n) 

Figure 1.4: Strong Slope Conjecture 

1)In the present article we restrict our attention to simple situations, we adopt the simplified form instead of the definition 
in [2]. 
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Let us examine six potential situations where the Strong Slope Conjecture holds or 
does not hold, schematically illustrated in Figure 1.5(i)―(vi). 

Strong Slope Conjecture holds Strong Slope Conjecture does NOT hold 

a(n) b(n) a(n) b(n) a(n) b(n) a(n) b(n) .,, 日.,,"''ri"' ,,, 言"'II 
b(2) 

a(2) b(2) a(2) a(2) b(2) 

(i) (ii) (v) (vi) 

a(n) b(n) a(n) b(n) 

"'N "'H 
II b(l) II b(l) 

a(2) a(2) 

b(2) b(2) 

(iii) (iv) 

Figure 1.5: Six potential situations for relationships between 8K(n), properly embedded essential surfaces, 
and the Strong Slope Conjecture 

In most computed examples we have situation (i): both a(n) and b(n) are constant 
and Fi is a Jones surface. The horizontal segment represents a Jones surface凡 which

叫has boundary slope~= 4a(l) and satisfies = 2b(l). In situation (ii), a(n) and b(n) IBF,lq 
have period 2 and there are Jones surfaces F1 and凡 forwhich Fi has boundary slope 

庄=4a(i) and x(F,) = 2b(i) for each i = 1, 2. In both of th・ q; IBF,lq, ese situations the Strong 

Slope Conjecture holds as each Jones slope has a Jones surface. 
Both (iii) and (iv) describe situations where a(n) is constant, while b(n) has period 

2. In situation (iii) the horizontal segment corresponds to a Jones surface Fi which has 
x(Fi) boundary slope~= 4a(l) and satisfies可 可=2b(l). However, as the slanting dotted 

segment suggests, we have no essential surface whose boundary slope is~= 4a(2) and 

虞=2b(2). Similarly in situation (iv) the slanting segment corresponds to a Jones 
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surface凡 whichhas boundary slope P. = 4a(2)(= 4a(l)) and satisfies絲篇=2b(2), but, 

as the horizontal dotted segment suggests, we have no essential surface whose boundary 
slope is P. = 4a(l) and x(Fi) = 2b(l) I 

IBF』q
. n either situation, for the umque Jones slope P. 

we have a Jones surface with boundary slope~- Thus by definition, the Strong Slope 

Conjecture holds. 
Situations (v) and (vi) show what may go wrong when a(n) has period 2 (or greater). 

In situation (v), a(l) cJ a(2) while b(l) = b(2). Here, although F1 is a Jones surface 
with Jones slope 4a(l), we have no Jones surface with Jones slope 4a(2)(ヂ4a(l)).Hence 
the Strong Slope Conjecture does not hold. In situation (vi), we have surfaces Fi,2 with 
boundary slope 4a(l) and x(Fi,2) = 2b(2), and F2,1 with 4a(2) and x(F2,il = 2b(l), How-l8Fi,2 lq l8F2,1 lq 
ever, we have no Jones surfaces F1, F2, so the Slope Conjecture does not hold. The dotted 
horizontal lines in Figure 1.5(vi) suggests the absence of F1 and F2. 

Example 1.6. Let K be a knot which appears among the families in the following list. 

(l) Torus knots [BJ, /18, Theorem 3.9}. 

(2) B-adequate knots /6}, /18, Lemma 3.6, 3.8}, hence adequate knots, and in particular 
alternating knots. 

(3) Non-alternating knots with up to 9 crossings except for 820, 943, 944 /8}, /18, 15}. 

Then, writing bK(n) = a(n)rド+b(n)n + c(n), we have that a(n), b(n) are constant, and 
c(n) has period at most two. Moreover, K satisfies the Slope Conjecture and the Strong 
Slope Conjecture. Note also that if K is nontrivial, then b(n) = bさ0.See /20, 11, 21} 
for further examples. 

Remark 1. 7. The non-alternating knots 820, 943, 944 satisfy the Strong Slope Conjecture 
/18}, but for these knots the coefficient b(n) has period 3. 

2 Extending a class of knots with the Strong Slope Conjecture 

In this note we discuss the extension of a class of knots which satisfy the Slope Conjecture 
and the Strong Slope Conjecture. 

Let V be a standardly embedded solid torus in S3 with a preferred meridian-longitude 
(μv, 入v),and take a pattern (V, k) where k is a knot in the interior of V illustrated 
by Figure 2.1. Given a knot K in S3 with a preferred meridian-longitude (μK, ,¥K), let 
f: V→ S3 an orientation preserving embedding which sends the core of V to the knot 
K C  S3 such that f(μv) =μKand f(入v)=入K.Then the image f (k) is called a satellite 
knot with a companion knot K and pattern (V, k). In particular, if k is a (p, q)-torus 
knot in V such that it winds p times meridionally and q times longitudinally, then f(K) 
is called a (p, q)-cable of K and denoted by Cp,q(K) as in Figure 2.1(1); if the pattern 
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(V, k) is given as in Figure 2.1(2), then f(K) is called a Whitehead double of K and 
denoted by W (K). 

(p, q)-cable of K (p, q)~(1, 2) Whitehead double of K 

(1) (2) 

Figure 2.1: f: V→ S3 is a faithful embedding and it maps the core of V to K; The left is a (p, q)-cable 
of K with (p, q) = (1, 2), and the right is a Whitehead double of K. 

We state a main result in the following weaker form. See [2] for the more general 
setting. 

Theorem 2.1. Any knot obtained by a finite sequence of cabling, Whitehead doubling, 
and connected sums of torus knots or B-adequate knots satisfies the Slope Conjecture and 
the Strong Slope Conjecture. 

graph knot 

Figure 2.2: Strong Slope Conjecture and cablings, Whitehead doublings and connected sums; @ andR 
denote a torus knot and B-adequate knot, respectively. c, @ and tt represent a cable, the Whitehead 
double and a connected sum, respectively. 

In Theorem 2.1, if we start with the family of torus knots and apply sequences of 
cablings and connected sums to create new knots, we obtain graph knots. Thus as a 
particular case, we obtain: 

Corollary 2.2. Every graph knot satisfies the Slope Conjecture and the Strong Slope 
Conjecture. 
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The aim of this expository paper is to give an idea of how to prove Theorem 2.1. For 
details and more generality, see [2, Theorem 1.6], [3] and [18]. 

For our investigations into the Strong Slope Conjecture for knots obtained from torus 
knots, B-adequate knots by a finite sequence of operations cablings, Whitehead doubles 
and connected sums, technical reasons lead us to introduce two conditions which are 
preserved under these operations in this setting. 

Definition 2.3 (Sign Condition). Let En(K) be the sign of the coefficient of the term of 
the maximum degree of JK,n(q). A knot K satisfies the Sign Condition if年 (K)= En(K) 
form三 nmod 2. 

• In general d且JK,n(q)]forms a quadratic quasi-polynomial when n:;:;, n。forsome large 
integer n。.We call {n In:;:;, no} the stable range of d+[JK,n(q)], and {n 11 <::: n < no} the 
unstable range of d+[JK,n(q)]. When we consider cables or Whitehead doubles of a knot 
K, if there is no unstable range of d+[JK,n(q)], we do not need the Sign Condition for K. 
When the unstable range of K exists, the Sign Condition precludes potential unexpected 
and problematic cancellations and enables us to determine the maximum degree of the 
colored Jones polynomials of a cable or Whitehead double of K. 

Remark 2.4. In /2} we asked if every knot satisfies the Sign Condition. However, a 
computer e叩 erimentsshows that some knots do not satisfy the Sign Condition. See /3, 
§4. 忍｝．

Definition 2.5 (Condition J). We say that a knot K satisfies Condition t5 if 

(1) 録(n)= a忙 +bn + c(n) has period at most 2, 

(2) b'.S O 2), 

(3) 4a E Z 3), and 

(4) b = 0⇒ aヂ04). 

Definition 2.6. Let K, be the maximal set of knots in S3。,Jwhich each is either the trivial 
knot or satisfies the Sign Condition, Condition 6, and the Strong Slope Conjecture. 

Example 2.7. Torus knots and B-adequate knots belong to K,. 

• The trivial knot is in K, by definition. 

2lFor the trivial knot b = 1/2 > 0. It is conjectured that b'.o O for any nontrivial knot [18, Conjecture 5.1]. 
3lThis condition is used when cabling. 

4)If b = 0, then it is conjectured that K is composite or cabled [18, Conjecture 5.1]; for a cabled knot it is known that 

a =J 0 
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• Any nontrivial torus knot satisfies the Strong Slope Conjecture and Condition 6 via 
/18, Theorem 3.9}. More precisely, if K is a positive torus knot, then O < 4a E Z 
and b = 0. If K is a negative torus knot, then a = 0 and b < 0. Furthermore, it 
follows from /3, Proposition 4.3} that any torus knot satisfies the Sign Condition. 
Hence torus knots are in K. 

• Any nontrivial B-adequate knot satisfies the Strong Slope Conjecture and Condition 
6 via /6, 7} and /18, Lemma 3.6, 3.8}. More precisely, 0 :S 4a E Z, b :S 0. See 
/18, Lemma 3.6}. If b = 0, then K is a torus knot and a > 0 (/18, Lemma 3.8}). 
Furthermore, it follows from /3, Proposition 4.4} that any B-adequate knot satisfies 
the Sign Condition. Hence B-adequate knots are in K. 

Theorem 2.8. The set K is closed under connected sum, cabling and Whitehead doubling. 

For simplicity we call a connected sum, cabling and Whitehead double a knot operation. 
Very roughly, for each knot operation, we proceed in the following steps. 

Plan of the proof 

For each knot operation: 

• Compute of the maximum degree of the colored Jones polynomial of a knot 
obtained by the knot operation. 

• Find an essential surface in each decomposing piece which satisfies suitable 
boundary conditions, and glue them to construct an essential surface in the 
exterior of the resulting knot with desired Jones slope. 

• Check the Euler characteristic condition in the Strong Slope Conjecture. 

• Check that the Sign Condition and Condition 6 are preserved under the knot 
operation, which allows us to apply the knot operation repeatedly. 

3 Connected sums and cablings 

3.1 The Strong Slope Conjecture for connected sums 

Theorem 3.1. Let K1 and K2 be knots in K. Then a connected sum K1~K2 also belongs 
to K. 

Our proof of the Strong Slope Conjecture for connected sums serves as a nice example 
to illustrate the general method of proof for these knot operations. We now sketch a proof 
of the above theorem. For details, see [25, 3]. 
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Proof. By the assumption that K1 and K2 satisfy Condition b, we may write他 (n)= 
a厨＋知+ci(n) (i = 1, 2). 

Let Si be an essential surface in E(K』thathas boundary slope p;j qi = 4ai and satisfies 
x(Si) 

= 2bi. 
laSilqi 

One observes that 

1 1 1 1 
6K1ttKJn) = 6K1 (n) + bKJn) --n + -= (a1 + a2)n2 + (b1 + b2 --)n + c1(n) + c2(n) + -. 

2 2 2 2 

Note that E(K1UK2) is decomposed into 1り(K1)and E(K2) along an essential annulus 
A whose core is meridian of each K1 and K2; see Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1: Gluing essential surfaces in E(K1) and E(K叫

Gluing m1 copies of S1 and m2 copies of S2 along A, we obtain F = mふ Um2ふ in
E(K1~K2). For F to be a properly embedded surface, the gluing condition requires 

•m叶8S1 加 =m叶as叶 q2 = 1FnAI = l8Flq. 

Then following [25, Claim 2.3] each component of 8F on 8E(K1払応） has slope p/q = 
pi/q1 + p2/q2 (q > 0), which equals 4(a1 +四） • The surface F may be non-orientable, 

so we take the frontier F of the tubular neighborhood of F in E(K1~K2). Then the 

orientable surface F also has boundary slope p/q = pi/小+P2/卯 (q> 0) and satisfies 
xば） x(F) 

⑯ lq l8Flq' 
= [2 Lemma 5.1]. As shown in [25, Claim 2.4]戸isessential in E(K1~K2). 

One calculates 

• x(F) = x(m1S1 u m2S2) = m1x(S1) + m2x(S2) -IF n Al. 
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Hence we have: 

x(F) x(F) 四 x(Sリ+m2x(S2)-1FnAI
＝＝  

loFlq loFlq loFlq 

m1x(S1) m2x(S2) loFlq x(Sリ x(S2)
= + - = + -1 

m1l8S1lq1 m叶8S21の loFlq 1as1lq1 1as叶q2
= 2b1 + 2b2 -1 = 2(b1 +的ー 1/2)

= 2b. 

This shows that K1~K2 satisfies the Strong Slope Conjecture. 
Finally, see [3] for K1~K2 satisfying the Sign Condition and Condition 6 so that it 

belongs to K. ロ

3.2 The Strong Slope Conjecture for cablings 

A version of the following proposition is essentially given in [18, Theorem 3.9]. 

p ropos1t10n 3.2. Let K be a knot which belongs to K, i.e. it satisfies Condition o, the 
Sign Condition, and the Stmng Slope Conjecture. Then a non-trivial cable Kp,q satisfies 
Condition o, the Sign Condition, and the Stmng Slope Conjecture, hence Kp,q E K. 

Pmof. Since we assume that K E K, the maximum degree of the colored Jones polynomial 
of Kp,q is explicitly given in the following form. 

Proposition 3.3 (More generally, see [18] and [3]). Let K be a knot which belongs to K 
with知(n)=厨+bn + c(n). Then 

8K,,,(n)~{ がan~~a~:b—+,;',ー~t:),〗;:_ 1) + c(i)) far j < 4a, 

弓炉—弓+C"(Kp,q) for P. 2: 4a, q 

where i =(2) q(n -1) + 1, a =(2) n, and Cu(Kp,q) is a number that only depends on the 
knot K, the numbers p and q, and the parity a of n. Furthermore, Kp,q also satisfies the 
Sign Condition. ロ

It is easy to see that Kp,q also satisfies the Condition 6, [2, Lemma 6.8]. 
Using Proposition 3.3 instead of [18, Proposition 3.2], one applies the construction in 

[25] to obtain an essential surface satisfying the Strong Slope Conjecture. ロ

4 Whitehead doubles 

Theorem 4.1. Let K be a knot in K. Then the Whitehead double of K also belongs to 
K. 
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To prove this theorem we need to know the behavior of the maximum degree of the 
colored Jones polynomials of the Whitehead double W(K) of K. 

Proposition 4.2 (More generally, see [2, Propositions 2.3 and 2.4]). Let K be a knot 
which belongs to K with <5K(n) = a炉+bn + c(n). Assume K is non-trivial. Then 

6w(K)() 
4厨＋（ー4a+2b-½)n+a-b+c(l)+½(a>O),

n = {。炉—抒+C+(K,O) +½(a::::; 0). 

Proof. Apply the graphical calculus of M邸 baumand Vogel [23, 22] following the method 
of Tanaka [26]. ロ

Outline of the proof of Theorem 4.1. It follows from [2, Lemma 6.9] that a Whitehead 
double W(K) satisfies the Sign Condition and Condition t5 whenever K EK. For details, 
see [2, Lemma 6.9]. 

In the remaining we prove that the Whitehead double W(K) of K also satisfies the 
Strong Slope Conjecture when K belongs to K. We divide into two cases depending upon 
a> 0 or a :::; O; see Proposition 4.2. 

Case 1. a:::; 0. In this case, since 

1 1 
如 K)(n)= On2 --n + C+(K, 0) + -

2 2' 

the Jones slope is 0. So let F be a minimal genus Seifert surface of W(K). 

k 

s 

□C 

K=j(C) 

W(K)=八k)

Fー j{_S)

once punctured torus 

Figure 4.1: A minimal genus Seifert surface of W(K) 

Then 

• F is a once punctured torus with boundary slope 0. 

x(F) x(F) -1 1 
• = = - = -1 = -2 -
lfJFlq lfJFI 1 

（） 2 . 
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Thus F is the desired essential surface. 

Case 2. a> 0. Then since知(n)= a炉 +bn + c(n) implies 

1 1 
如 K)(n)= 4an2 + (-4a + 2b --)n + a -b + c(l) + -

2 2' 

the Jones slope is 4・4a = 16a. 
Let us consider the decomposition of E(W(K)) = E(K) U X as shown in Figure 4.2, 

where X = f(V -intN(k))空 V-intN(k), the Whitehead link exterior; see Figure 2.1(2). 
Since K satisfies the Strong Slope Conjecture, we have an essential surface SK C E(K) 
with boundary slope 4a. 

slope 4(4a) = 16a 

Figure 4.2: A decomposition of E(W(K)); in general l8SKIナ18Sx n fJE(K)I! 

As the next step, we find an essential surface Sx c X such that 8Sx n 8E(K) has 
slope 4a and 8S x n 8E(W(K)) has slope 16a; see Figure 4.2. 

Let k1 be a core of the solid torus S3 -int V and put k2 c V as in Figure 4.3. Then 
k1 U k2 is a two-bridge link L .'! • 

Hatcher and Thurston [13] show how a certain collection of "minimal edge paths" in 
the Farey diagram from 1/0 to p/q are in correspondence with the properly embedded 
incompressible and 8— incompressible surfaces with boundary in the exterior of the two 
bridge knot Lp/q・Floyd and Hatcher [5] extend this to two-bridge links of two components 
from which Hoste and Shanahan [14] discern the boundary slopes of such surfaces, building 
upon work of Lash [19]. 

Here, for use with satellite constructions, we use the works of Floyd-Hatcher [5] and 
Hoste-Shanahan[14] to catalog all the properly embedded essential surfaces in the exterior 
of the Whitehead link£3;8, their Euler characteristics, their boundary slopes, and number 
of boundary components. 

Figure 4.4 shows three diagrams. The diagram D1 is the common Farey diagram. Pair 
adjacent triangles into quadrilaterals containing a diagonal so that a vertex is an endpoint 
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~ 
V -intN(k) = S3 -intN(柘U朽）

Figure 4.3: k1 U k2 forms a two-bridge link L3;8. 

L 3/8 

of either all or none of the diagonals of the incident quadrilaterals. The diagram D。is
obtained by switching the diagonal in each of the quadrilaterals. The diagram Dt is ob-
tained by replacing these diagonals with inscribed quadrilaterals. Actually, Dt represents 
a parameterized family of diagrams fort E [O, oo]: with appropriate parameterizations of 
the edges of the quadrilaterals by [O, 1] the vertices of the inscribed quadrilaterals in Dt 
are located at either t or 1/t. The diagrams D。=D00 and D1 arise as limits where the 
inscribed quadrilaterals degenerate to diagonals. The edges of D1 are labeled A and C, 
the edges of D。=D00 are labeled Band D, and these induce labels on Dか

1/1 1/1 1/1 

1/0 1/2 1/0 1/2 1/0 1/2 

0/1 D1 0/1 Dt 0/1 D。=Doo

Figure 4.4: The diagr皿 sD1, Dt, and D。=D00, cf. [14, Figures 3 and 4]. 

For a two bridge link .CPI? (where q is even), Floyd and Hatcher show that a properly 
embedded essential surface m the exterior of the link is carried by one of finitely many 
branched surfaces associated to "minimal edge paths" in Dt from 1/0 to p/q. A minimal 
edge path in Dt is a consecutive sequence of edges of Dt such that the boundary of any 
face of Dt contains at most one edge of the path. Then for each minimal edge path, 
a branched surface is assembled from the sequence of edges by stacking four blocks of 
basic branched surface~AぶBぶc, ~D corresponding to the labels A, B, C, D that are 
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positioned according to the endpoints and orientation of its edge and whether t < 1 or 
t > l. Let us take a closer look at portions of the diagrams D1, Dt, and D。=D00 that 
carry the minimal edge paths from -to -3 

0 8・

1/1 215 215 1/1 215 

1/0 3/8 3/8 

1/4 D1 1/4 D =D 0 ro 

Figure 4.5: Portions of the diagrams D1, Dt, and D。=D00 that carry the minimal edge paths from ! 
to i, 

Table 4.15) below provides minimal edge paths in Dt from 1/0 to 3/8 with t = a/ fJ > 1. 

Table 4.1: The minimal edge paths in Dt from 1/0 to 3/8, the branch patterns of their supporting 
branched surfaces, and the Euler characteristics for the surfaces when t = a/ f3 > 1 are shown. 

HS path path picture branch pattern x 

/1 ~ ADAADA -a -(3 

,2 ヽ ADAADA -a-(3 

13 ~ ADAADA -a-/3 

15 ＼ ． ． / ADCDA -a 

勺6 ＼ ABBCBBA -a 

In this manner, every minimal edge path in Dt for t E (0, 1) U (1, oo) produces a 
weighted branched surface spanning the two-bridge link, with weights in terms of the 

parameters a and /3 such that t = a/ /3. 
A surface carried by one of the branched surfaces is determined by a and /3, the number 

of sheets of the surface running along each component of Lp/q, and by how the surface 
branches in each segment 刃A,~B, 況， ~D- For details see [5]. 

These minimal edge paths I in Dt with their parameters a, /3 describe specific surfaces 
F,,a,fJ C S3-intN(k1 Uk2) = V -intN(k) which may have multiple components and may 

5)The HS path name is established in [14, Table 2] 
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be non-orientable. If it is non-orientable, then we may replace F7,a,f3 by the boundary of a 
tubular neighborhood (a twisted I-bundle over F7,a,(3), which is orientable and associated 
with parameters 2a, 2(3; so the resulting orientable essential surface is associated with 
F7,2a,2(3. In the following we omit parameters a, (3 and assume that F7 CV  -intN(k) is 
orientable, but it may have multiple components. 

Let us choose a minimal edge path 11 and take an essential surface F71 with t = a/ (3 > 
l. Then put Sx = J(F71) C X . See Figures 2.1 and 4.6 

1/1 2/5 

1/0 318 

~ 

\~\二\~\~\~\~[)
a~/ 
brached surface 

• 
t=~ 

p 

FY c V-inW(k) ~ 
I 

叶~ }~
ノCl-~

surface 

Figure 4.6: The essential surface F,1 c X associated with the minimal edge path ,1 with t = a//3 and 
Sx = f(F,1) 

The surface Sx enjoys the following property. 

Property of Sx with weight a/ f3 > 1 

• Sx is essential (Floyd-Hatcher [5]). 

• The pair of boundary slopes of Bx is (slope on 8N(K), slope on 8N(W(K))) 
（翡附） (Hoste-Shanahan [14]). 

(Note [14] describes the boundary slopes in terms of the meridian-longitude pairμ り入， ofk, (Figure 4.3). 
We have changed (μ 凸） to (入応邸）．）

• (l8Sxn8N(K)I, l8Sxn8N(W(K))I = (gcd(a,2/3),gcd(2a,/3)) (Hoste-Shanahan 
[14]). 

• x(Sx) = -a -/3 ([2]). 
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Recall that 
條 (n)=厨 +bn+c(n) (a>O) 

1 1 
bw(K)(n) = awn2砂 wn+cw= 4an2 + (-4a + 2b --)n + a -b + c(l) + -

2 2 

Let us write a=~and take a= 16r, (3 = 2s 6l. Then we have 

• (.£. 辿＝（早竿）＝（竺早） = (4a,l6a) = (4a,4aw) 7l, i.e. Sx has boundary 
2(3'(3) 4s'2s 

slope 4a on 8E(K) and boundary slope 16a on 8E(W(K)), which satisfy our desired 
condition; see Figure 4.2. 

• (l8Sxn8N(K)I, 1asxn8N(W(K)) I) = (gcd(a, 2(3), gcd(2a, (3)) = (4 gcd(4, s), 2 gcd(16, s)). 

• x(Sx) = -a -(3 = -l6r -2s. 

Since K satisfies the Strong Slope Conjecture, 

x(SK) 

18S叫. s 
= 2b. 

gcd(4,s) 

Gluing m copies of SK and n copies of Sx along 8E(K), we obtain F = mSK U nSx 
in E(W(K)). For F to be a properly embedded surface, the gluing condition requires 

• 叫8S叫 =nl8Sx n 8N(K)I-

Then 18S1 = nl8Sx n 8N(W(K))I = 2ngcd(16, s). 

The surface F may be non-orientable. So we take the frontier F of the tubular neigh-

borhood of Fin E(W(K)). Then Fis an essential surface with boundary slope 4aw =四

and satisfies _ 
x(F) = x(F) 

laFI . s laFI・"・ 
gcd(16, 8) gcd(16, s) 

6lTo ensure that Sx is orientable, as we mentioned before, we take a=  16r, (3 = 2s rather than a=  Sr, (3 = s 

7lin fact, Condition ,5 implies 4a E Z so the denominators of 4a and 16a are 1, i.e. = gcd(4,s) gcd(16,s) =l. 
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Finally, we observe 

・＿

x(F) x(F) mx(SK) + nx(F,i) 
-- ＝＝  IBFI . s IBFI . s 

gcd(16, s) gcd(16, s) 
2ngcd(16, s)• s 

gcd(16, s) 

2bml8S州・ S 
gcd(4, s) 

+ n(-l6r -2s) 

2ns 
8bngcd(4,s)• s -2n(8r+s) 

gcd(4, s) 

2ns 
8bns -2n(8r + s) 

2ns 
1 

= 4b -8r / s -l = 2(-4a + 2b --) = 2bw 
2 

邸 desired. 口

5 Non-adequate Whitehead doubles 

Recall that B-adequate knots are known to satisfy the Strong Slope Conjecture [6, 7, 18]. 
On the other hand, we may expect that most Whitehead doubles are not B-adequate. 

However, to the best our knowledge, there are no explicit such examples. So for com-
pleteness we give explicit family of Whitehead doubles which are not B-adequate. 

Theorem 5.1. Let K be the torus knot T2,-(2m+1) }可 m 2:: 1. Then W_(K) is not 
B-adequate. 

Since K = T2,-c2m+l) is alternating, it is adequate. So this result shows that even when 
K is adequate, its Whitehead double W_(K) may not be adequate. 

Proof. Let us denote the Turaev genus of K by gr(K), which was introduced by Turaev 
[27]. We first observe that if W_(Tp,-q) is adequate for p, q > 1, then gr(W_(Tp,-q)) = 1. 
This follows from the computation of c5開 (Tp,―q)(n) and幅_(Tp,-qi(n)(the minimal degree) 

and [17, Theorem 1.1]. 
Next we show that gr(W_(Tp,-q)) =/= 1. Actually if肛 (W_(Tp,-q))= 1, then W_(Tp,-q) 

admits an alternating diagram on a standardly embedded torus in S3. Recall that since 

any Whitehead double has (Seifert) genus one, it is prime. Then following [1] W_(Tp, ―q) 
is either a torus knot or a hyperbolic knot, a contradiction. Thus the gr(W_(Tp,-q)) =/= 1. 

Hence W_(Tp,-q) is not adequate. In particular, if we put p = 2, q = 2m + 1~3, 
W_(T2,-(2m+1)) is not adequate. On the other hand, we can see that W_(T2,-(2m+i)) is 
A-adequate. Thus we conclude that W_(T2,-(2m+1)) is not B-adequate. ロ
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